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Chanel fall/winter 2017 features  Gen Z's  Lily-Rose Depp and millennial Cara Delevingne. Image credit: Chanel
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Today in luxury:

HSBC targets M&A hot spots on fashion, luxury map

A yellow brick road of M&A lies ahead for the big fashion, luxury and online retail groups in the U.S. and Europe if
they're in the mood to follow it, reports Women's Wear Daily

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Luxury travelers seek winter alternatives to hard-hit Caribbean destinations

In the wake of a violent hurricane season, luxury travelers are starting to re-book their long-planned winter trips, per
Skift.

Click here to read the entire article on Skift

Decoding Chanel's Gen-Z strategy

Perhaps no other brand is as deft as Chanel at extracting juice from ingnue endorsements. But as younger
consumers turn away from traditional celebrities in favor of digital influencers, how will fashion's most-powerful
luxury house adjust its  strategy? asks Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Christian Louboutin on Cardi B and his "red bottoms"

The name Christian Louboutin, the flash of a shoe's red sole these things have become shorthand for luxury,
fabulosity and sex appeal, a kind of synecdoche of success, says The New York Times.
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Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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